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Abstract Humans selectively process and store details
about the vicinity based on their knowledge about the
scene, the world and their current task. In doing so, only
those pieces of information are extracted from the visual
scene that is required for solving a given task. In this paper,
we present a ﬂexible system architecture along with a
control mechanism that allows for a task-dependent rep-
resentation of a visual scene. Contrary to existing approa-
ches, our system is able to acquire information selectively
according to the demands of the given task and based on
the system’s knowledge. The proposed control mechanism
decides which properties need to be extracted and how the
independent processing modules should be combined,
based on the knowledge stored in the system’s long-term
memory. Additionally, it ensures that algorithmic depen-
dencies between processing modules are resolved auto-
matically, utilizing procedural knowledge which is also
stored in the long-term memory. By evaluating a proof-of-
concept implementation on a real-world table scene, we
show that, while solving the given task, the amount of data
processed and stored by the system is considerably lower
compared to processing regimes used in state-of-the-art
systems. Furthermore, our system only acquires and stores
the minimal set of information that is relevant for solving
the given task.
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Introduction
The visual environment of humans is full of details. To
account for a limited computational power and memory
capacity, humans selectively process and store those details
present in the visual scene. Different experiments show that
the selection process is based on the given task and the
subject’s knowledge about the vicinity and the world. The
strong inﬂuence of a given task on the way we scan a scene
was shown in Yarbus [40]. There, the observed subjects’
scan pattern for a visual scene varied, dependent on the
given task. Subjects ﬁxated locations containing task-rele-
vant information more frequently, whereas other locations
were not visited at all. The results of this experiment was
also conﬁrmed by others, e.g. [18, 21, 29, 31]. Beside the
task, the knowledge about the current scene and the world in
general plays an important role for the way we process a
visual scene as experiments conducted by e.g. [9, 19,21,34]
show. All those experiments suggest, that locations that are
relevant for solving a certain task are preferred in contrast to
locations containing no such information. However, the
attention of humans is not limited to spatial selectivity but
also applies to the details stored about objects in the scene
such as color, size, form, etc. Experiments presented in
Ballard et al. [18, 36] investigate the relation between a
given task and the details stored about objects in the scene.
They suggest that subjects store only those properties of
objects which are relevant to solve a given task. As Triesch
put it ‘‘What we see is what we need.’’ [36]. To summarize,
short- and long-term memory as well as the current task bias
the attention on objects in the current scene. The experi-
ments have also shown that our attention is not only guided
spatially but also in the feature domain.
On the modeling side for visual attention, there exist
quite a few architectures for vision systems. As an unbound
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review only models that are based on a top–down guided
attention schema. One of the ﬁrst models describing a top–
down guided visual processing was proposed in Bajcsy [4].
The so-called ‘‘Active Vision’’ Aloimonos et al. [2] models
interpret vision as an active process, where sensor param-
eters like zoom, focus, gain or gaze are actively modulated
to disambiguate the visual input in a task-speciﬁc manner.
While earlier work focused on the control of sensory
parameters, Ballard [6] and Aloimonos [1] emphasize the
ability to control the gaze and thus the spatially selective
processing and representation of the scene. Another group
of system architectures based on the work of Rensink [28]
concentrate on modeling the top–down inﬂuence on
attention processes. In Navalpakkam and Itti [25], infor-
mation about the spatial layout of a scene and the knowl-
edge about the world is used to guide attention to locations
in the image containing objects relevant for a given task.
Here, the knowledge about relevant objects stored in a
long-term memory is used to modulate input feature
channels to render those objects more salient. In doing so, a
coupling of the system’s memory and its sensory apparatus
is achieved, allowing a system to integrate information
about its world over time and reuse it later. Another
attention system incorporating top–down knowledge was
published in Hamker [16]. Here, the author focuses on a
biologically plausible modeling of the top–down inﬂuences
by incorporating an expectation about the features that
should be seen at the target location. Similar approaches
using a top–down modulation in the feature space can be
found in e.g. Frintrop et al. [13].
All models of vision systems presented so far incorpo-
rate the task and the knowledge about the scene and objects
in the world. However, the attention in current state-of-the-
art systems (see Frintrop et al. [14] for a comprehensive
review) is only guided spatially. It becomes clear that in
contrast to what psychophysical experiments suggest, those
models lack attention on which properties of an object
should be extracted from the scene. That is, once a certain
object is attended, in state-of-the-art models all properties
of this object are extracted, not only those relevant for the
task. By not selectively processing the features of objects,
these systems neglect potential savings in both the amount
of processing and the used memory capacity, which are
relevant for resource constraint vision systems. For exam-
ple, if the task only requires to determine the color of an
object, state-of-the-art models nevertheless will run a
classiﬁer and store a full-ﬂedged representation of the
object as they are built on static processing pathways. In
such a processing paradigm, higher level information is
computed in pipes from the image pixel up to e.g. an object
ID while modulating the different stages in a top–down
manner. However, due to the static processing pipelines, a
selective extraction of information is not possible as this
would require to run and dynamically concatenate subparts
of the processing pipelines. In the example of extracting
the color of an object, the subparts like saliency compu-
tation, segmentation, and color extraction could form a
color-extraction process, while not running e.g. the clas-
siﬁer. This example shows that a more ﬂexible and
dynamic system architecture is required, allowing for an
easy combination of different processing modules. Very
early ideas on such a ﬂexible architecture can be found in
Ullman [38]. There, the so-called ‘‘visual routines’’ can be
seen as highly specialized and independent processing
modules like depth computation, color and shape extraction
or segmentation which are combined on demand to extract
more complex information about an object. Unfortunately,
Ullman does not describe how this coupling can be done
dynamically in the system. A control mechanism that
schedules measurements and a comprising system archi-
tecture is missing. However, according to Hayhoe [17], the
scheduling of measurements, i.e. when to extract which
property of an object dependent on the task, is a funda-
mental question.
In this paper, we present a ﬂexible system architecture
along with a control mechanism that allows for a task-
dependent representation of a visual scene. Contrary to
existing approaches, our system is able to acquire infor-
mation selectively according to the demands of the given
task. Our system comprises both a short-term and a long-
term memory, a spatial saliency algorithm and multiple
visual processing modules used to extract visual properties
of a focused object. The different visual processing modules
operate independently and are specialized in extracting only
a particular visual property. However, the dynamic cou-
pling of multiple processing modules allows for the
extraction of speciﬁc, more complex features that are rele-
vant for solving the given task. The control mechanism we
present decides which properties need to be extracted and
which processing modules should be coupled. This decision
is based on the knowledge stored in the long-term memory
of the system. Additionally, the control mechanism ensures
that algorithmic dependencies between processing modules
are resolved automatically, utilizing procedural knowledge
which is also stored in the long-term memory. We evaluate
a proof-of-concept implementation of a system constructed
according to the architecture and the control mechanism
presented in this paper. The experimental evaluation using a
real-world table scene shows that while solving the given
task, the amount of data processed and stored by our system
is considerably lower compared to processing regimes used
in state-of-the-art systems. This in turn leads to a noticeable
reduction of the computational load and memory demand.
The presented work contributes to a task-dependent repre-
sentation of visual scenes, because only those pieces of
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solving the given task.
In the next section, we present the ﬂexible architecture
of the system and brieﬂy discuss the visual routines used in
our proof-of-concept implementation. The system’s mem-
ory architecture as well as important relations in this
memory are presented in ‘‘Memory architecture‘‘. The
interplay between the memory and the computation
modules is controlled by the attention control mechanism
presented in ‘‘Attention Control Mechanism’’. This mech-
anism schedules the measurement processes and dynami-
cally compiles processing pipelines using the available
visual routines. We then use a proof-of-concept imple-
mentation to evaluate our ideas. The results of these
experiments are shown in ‘‘Results‘‘. Finally, we discuss
these results in ‘‘Discusson’’.
System Architecture
In the following, we will present our ﬂexible system archi-
tecture and show an example of the information ﬂow in such
asystem.Afterward,webrieﬂydiscussimportantprocessing
parts, called visual routines, that are used in the proof-of-
concept implementation of the described architecture.
Architecture
The system architecture we propose comprises three major
parts as shown in Fig. 1. On top, there is the relational
memory including both the short-term and long-term
memory (see 1 in Fig. 1). In the short-term memory,
information about the current scene is stored, whereas in
the long-term memory the system’s knowledge about the
world is represented. Here, a relational graph structure is
used to store relations between objects and properties along
with information about the measurement processes of
object properties. More details can be found in ‘‘Memory
Architecture‘‘. Based on the memory and the given task,
the attention control mechanism (see 2 in Fig. 1) deter-
mines which regions and features will be attended in the
scene. To do so, the attention control mechanism is able to
modulate features in a saliency map or in visual routines to
ﬁnd new object candidates or measure object properties,
respectively. Furthermore, the control mechanism is
responsible for scheduling the internal measurement pro-
cesses and thus the visual routines of the system. Please
refer to ‘‘Attention Control Mechanism’’ for more details.
Once a property is selected for measurement, the corre-
sponding visual routine is triggered. The visual routines
and the saliency map are located in the middle layer of the
architecture shown in Fig. 1. The saliency map (see 3 in
Fig. 1) is dedicated to ﬁnding object candidates in the
visual scene that best match the top–down expectations
raised by the memory and the attention control mechanism.
The visual routines marked with 4 and 5 in Fig. 1 are
specialized to compute one selected visual property of an
object each, similar to the concept proposed in Ullman
[38]. Separating the processing into different highly spe-
cialized modules allows an easy extension of the system
and a free combination of those modules in later stages.
Furthermore, it becomes possible to run only those visual
routines required to gather the pieces of information rele-
vant for the task. We can arrange the visual routines into
three different (partly overlapping) groups. On the left-
hand side, there are object-unspeciﬁc routines like the
Fig. 1 The system architecture
comprises (1) a relational short-
term and long-term memory, (2)
an attention control mechanism
coordinating the processing and
information ﬂow of the different
visual routines (3–5), (3) object-
unspeciﬁc visual routines like a
saliency computation, (4) multi-
object visual routines like multi-
object tracking (not
implemented here but in Eggert
et al. [11]) and (5) object-
speciﬁc visual routines like
segmentation and property
measurements
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bottom-up driven and only inﬂuenced by modulatory top–
down inputs. The unspeciﬁc processing allows parallel
computation with respect to the image location. Routines
of the second group (see 4 in Fig. 1), work in parallel on a
few objects. However, they are tuned to those objects by
top–down information like object features or locations. An
example for such a routine is a multi-object tracker. Cur-
rently, this class of visual routines is not implemented
(grayed-out box in Fig. 1) in our system. However, in
Eggert et al. [11] that kind of processing has been tested
separately in a proof-of-concept system. On the right-hand
side of the middle layer (see 5 in Fig. 1), object-speciﬁc
visual routines are grouped. Those algorithms work
sequentially on only one object at a time. The processing
itself is very selective and triggered in a top–down manner,
including a strong top–down bias. Examples are classiﬁ-
cation or segmentation algorithms that include for example
object biases and form priors.
Processing Flow Example
If the task of the system is for example to search for a ‘‘red
object’’, the processing ﬂow would look like the one shown
in Fig. 2. To initiate the search of the requested red object,
the task-related properties are activated in the system’s
long-term memory. The attention control mechanism now
tries to determine which properties have to be measured in
the current visual scene to solve the task. In this case, the
attention control mechanism needs to trigger the mea-
surement of the object color to solve the task. Furthermore,
the attention control mechanism needs to resolve the
elemental processing steps required to measure the color
which comprise ﬁnding a suitable object candidate,
extracting an object mask for the found candidate, and
ﬁnally measuring the color of the object candidate. In each
step, the acquired information is compared to the properties
known for the searched object. We will describe this part of
the processing in ‘‘Attention Control Mechanism‘‘. The
elemental processing steps
1. Search a suitable object candidate
2. Extract a mask for the object candidate found
3. Extract the color of the object candidate using its mask
to make sure it actually has the searched color
will result in the processing ﬂow shown in Fig. 2.
To locate a suitable object candidate, the attention con-
trol mechanism triggers the saliency computation (see 1 in
Fig. 2). As indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 2, the attention
control mechanism provides modulatory inputs for the
saliency processing. These inputs are constructed using the
knowledge about the searched object. In the example of
ﬁnding a red object, the system knows the color to look for
and thus can provide this information as a modulatory input
to the underlying processing. Furthermore, spatial infor-
mation can be incorporated, e.g. the object is on the table or
the object is on the left. Additional to the modulatory color
input, a weight for each saliency feature is provided by the
attention control mechanism. Now the saliency map is
computed using a color map tuned to enhance red objects,
while suppressing objects with other colors. This way, the
saliency map is tuned for the given task. The resulting
saliency map is propagated to the attention control mech-
anism (blue arrow in Fig. 2) together with a map containing
the roughly estimated retinal object sizes at each location
Fig. 2 The processing ﬂow for
the simple task ‘‘ﬁnd a red
object’’ is shown here. First, a
suitable object candidate is
located (1), then the object
candidate is segmented (2) and
ﬁnally the color of the candidate
is measured (3).
(Color ﬁgure online)
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now selects the most promising object candidate by per-
forming a maximum selection. The selected candidate is
attended and stored in the short-term memory, together with
its location and rough size. To make sure the attendedobject
candidate actually is the searched object, the system has to
measure the object’s color. To do so, the attention control
mechanism triggers a segmentation routine (see 2 in Fig. 2).
Again, the attention control provides modulatory informa-
tion about the object candidate to the visual routine (red
arrow in Fig. 2), namely the location and the rough size
previously stored in the short-term memory. The segmen-
tation routine uses this information as a starting condition to
segment the object candidate. The resulting mask is then
returned to the attention control mechanism (blue arrow in
Fig. 2) and stored in the short-term memory together with
the already acquired information. At this point of the
location, the rough size and the mask for the attended object
candidate are known. This is still not enough information to
solve the task of ﬁnding a red object. However, it enables
the system to ﬁnally measure the color of the object can-
didate to make sure it is red. To do so, the attention control
mechanism triggers the visual routine for extracting the
color of the object candidate (see 3 in Fig. 2). The visual
routine requires the location and mask of the object candi-
date, so the attention control mechanism provides these
information as modulatory inputs (red arrow in Fig. 2). The
visual routine then extracts and returns the measured color
of the object candidate (blue arrow in Fig. 2). The attention
control mechanism stores the color in the short-term
memory along with the other properties of the candidate and
ﬁnally compares the measured color with the requested one.
If they match (at least to a speciﬁed degree), the task is
solved. Otherwise a new object candidate needs to be found
using the saliency map, while the previous candidate is
suppressed (inhibition of return). The evaluation of the
measured properties against the properties of the searched
object stored in the long-term memory is performed for
each newly acquired information. If a mismatch between
the stored and measured property is detected, the mea-
surement process can be aborted and a new object candidate
will be localized. This whole processing loop will repeat
until the searched object is found or all locations in the
visual scene have been visited.
Visual Routines
In the following, we describe the different types of pro-
cessing modules implemented in our proof-of-concept
system. The ﬁrst module described here is the saliency
computation, followed by the segmentation module and the
group of feature extraction modules. For the last group, we
only implemented very basic methods to focus on the
attention control mechanism and the system architecture
instead of low-level processing. The mentioned processing
modules are able to extract the dominant color, the coarse
size, and the coarse shape of an object.
Saliency Computation
Our saliency computation incorporates a basic top–down
modulation schema on the color feature, a possibility of
incorporating spatial modulation and the weighting of
different features. Nevertheless, more advanced algorithms
as proposed in Hamker [15], Frintrop et al. [13, 26]o r
Michalke et al. [24] can also be used here. Additional to
the saliency map, the processing module computes a rough
size estimate (see Rebhan et al. [27] for details). The
schematic illustration of the saliency processing is shown
in Fig. 3. We can identify three different processing steps:
tuning of one or more channels of the input features F (blue
in Fig. 3), calculation of the center-surround contrast
(yellow in Fig. 3) and computation of the lateral dynamics
(green in Fig. 3).
First, the input features are modulated to enhance the
contrast of a searched object with respect to other regions
in the scene. Here, we use a method similar to the one
proposed in Navalpakkam and Itti [26]. To modulate a
certain pixel in the input image, the distribution of an
object property is assumed to be Gaussian. Hence, the
similarity t between a selected feature fi and the Gaussian
distribution (l, r) of the searched object property can be
calculated for each pixel x, y. In the current implementa-
tion, this kind of feature biasing is used for the depth map
z resulting in a biased map tz with the top–down provided
Gaussian distribution lz, rz, where lz denotes the mean
and rz the standard deviation, so that
tzðx;yÞ¼e
  1
2r2
z
ðzðx;yÞ lzÞ
2
: ð1Þ
For the RGB image I
L consisting of the channels iL
r;iL
g and
iL
b, we extend the equation above to the multichannel case.
With the Gaussian distribution (lr, lg, lb), (rr, rg, rb), the
biased color map tcolor is calculated as
tcolorðx;yÞ¼e
 1
2
P
n
ðiL
nðx;yÞ lnÞ2
r2
n : ð2Þ
Here, n is the n-th channel of the input features
n = {r, g, b}, ln represents the mean values of the
Gaussian distribution and rn is the standard deviations of
the different channels. By applying this kind of modula-
tion, locations with features similar to the searched ones
are enhanced, while regions with different features are
suppressed. The Gaussian distribution describing features
of the searched object is provided by the attention control
mechanism based on object knowledge and the given task.
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the feature matrix Fsaliency for the saliency computation
consisting of the RGB image, the saturation value s and the
biased color channel tcolor
Fsaliency ¼ iL
r;iL
g;iL
b;s;tcolor
  
: ð3Þ
The resulting feature matrix Fsaliency is weighted using a
top–down weight vector w giving the weighted feature
matrix ~ Fsaliency
~ Fsaliency ¼ Fsaliency   w; ð4Þ
where Fsaliency   w denotes the weighting of each feature
channel with the corresponding scalar weight.
After biasing and weighting the input features, the
center-surround contrast ci(x, y) for each pixel x, y and
center-surround combination i must be computed. Here,
i denotes a certain combination of the Gaussian ﬁlters
gcenter
i and gsurround
i with rcenter
i and rsurround
i respectively.
Contrary to other saliency implementations like [20], we
use the Euclidean distance between the center and surround
feature vector. The contrast ci is calculated within one
combination i as
c2
i ¼
X
n
gcenter
i   gsurround
i
  
 ~ fn
   2
: ð5Þ
The * operator denotes a convolution of the center-sur-
round ﬁlter with a single feature channel ~ fn. We choose the
sigmas for the center and surround of the ﬁlter combination
according to the schema proposed in [20].
The resulting contrast maps ci are biased using a spatial
modulation map m, provided in a top–down manner
~ ciðx;yÞ¼ciðx;yÞ mðx;yÞ: ð6Þ
The top–down spatial modulation map integrates multiple
information. First, the modulation map allows a three-
dimensional spatial biasing by using the biased distance
map tz described in Eq. 1. Second, the attention control
mechanism can inhibit locations of known objects based on
the memory content using the modulation map mior.T h i s
process is known as inhibition of return (IOR) [20]. The
multiplicative combination of both maps leads to
mðx;yÞ¼miorðx;yÞ tzðx;yÞ: ð7Þ
Another important difference to other saliency implemen-
tations is the fact that in our approach, the spatial modu-
lation is done before the lateral dynamics. The implications
of this slight change become clear when we look at the
effect of the lateral dynamics, which act as strong non-
linearities in the spatial domain. That is, while different
peaks compete with each other, their positions get shifted
across the map. When the spatial modulation is applied
after that non-linearity, one has to take these shifts into
account, which is impossible. By applying the spatial
modulation map before the lateral dynamics, we can cir-
cumvent this problem.
The next stage of the processing is to perform a lateral
spatial competition on the contrast maps ~ ci (see Fig. 3).
Currently,weapplyAmariﬁelddynamics[3]toenhance the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in those maps. Finally, the maps
of different scales i are combined into one single saliency
map s, containing locations of object candidates. Figure 4
shows some results for an unbiased, a feature biased and a
feature and location biased saliency map. It can be seen that
the more knowledge is included in the processing, the less
object candidates remain in the map. Less object candidates
also mean a faster visual search time (see e.g. [26]).
Segmentation
In our system, the object mask plays a major role in the
further processing, as it is required to calculate all other
object properties. To calculate this mask, we use the multi-
cue Level-Set method presented in Weiler and Eggert [39].
Fig. 3 The input features F are
modulated and weighted
according to the top–down
modulatory inputs (bottom).
After computing the contrast
computation, spatial modulation
and lateral dynamics, the result
is integrated into a ﬁnal saliency
map s. All these computations
work on spatial resolution
pyramids. Additionally to the
saliency map, the center-
surround contrast is used to
roughly estimate object sizes
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x = (x, y)
T, the low-level feature vector F and potential
feature modulations Fmod
pmask ¼ fðx;F;FmodÞ: ð8Þ
Currently, the segmentation is solely based on the color
input image. However, it is possible to employ more fea-
tures like depth or texture which can improve the seg-
mentation results. Furthermore, alternative segmentation
algorithms like region-based segmentation Sonka et al.
[33] or Graph-cut Boykov and Jolly [8] can be used in our
system.
Feature Extraction
Our proof-of-concept system currently comprises four
processing modules to extract the dominating color, the
distance, a coarse shape and the coarse size of an object.
The color and distance properties, pcolor and pz are
approximated using the k-means clustering algorithm [23].
This algorithm estimates the cluster centers l in the feature
space of a property p within the given object mask pmask.I n
the following, we express the k-means clustering method as
kmeansð ;pmaskÞ, where   is replaced by one or more fea-
ture maps F. The second argument is always the binary
object mask pmask
pcolor ¼ lcolor ¼ kmeansðIL;pmaskÞð 9Þ
pz ¼ lz ¼ kmeansðz;pmaskÞ: ð10Þ
Here, I
L is the left RGB image of the stereo camera system
and z is the computed depth map. For color and depth, only
the dominating cluster, containing the most elements, is
passed on to the system’s memory. This leads to an esti-
mation of the dominating color or depth while at the same
time outliers and locations in the mask, which potentially
belong to the background, are ignored.
To determine the size and shape of an object, we cal-
culate the minimal bounding box pBB for the object mask
utilizing the algorithm described in Toussaint [35]. The
bounding box is expressed by its width w and height
h following the convention w C h. In the following, the
estimation method is denoted with boundingbox( ) and
only gets one argument, the object mask pmask
w;h ðÞ
T¼ boundingboxðpmaskÞ: ð11Þ
Using the normalized bounding box parameters w and h,
we can calculate the size psize and shape pshape properties as
psize ¼ h   w ð12Þ
pshape ¼ h=w: ð13Þ
In doing so, we deﬁne the size as the area and the shape as
the aspect ratio of the bounding box. The resulting coarse
shape identiﬁes ‘‘compact’’ objects with pshape &1 and
‘‘elongated’’ objects with pshape  1. Using the pixel size
psize and the depth pz of an object, we can approximate the
physical size by
pphysicalsize / psize   p2
z: ð14Þ
If a visual routine is triggered by the attention control
mechanism, all processing results are passed to the sys-
tem’s short-term memory.
Memory Architecture
To be able to decide which properties of an object should
be measured, the system needs to incorporate both the
current task and the knowledge about the world. For the
visual search tasks we aimed at here, this world knowledge
not only comprises information about the object to be
found, but also about other objects in the scene. Therefore
in this section, we describe our graph-based relational
memory, the relations between nodes and the overall
memory architecture used in the proof-of-concept system.
Relational Memory
In our approach, the system’s memory does not just serve
as a ‘‘data store’’ for the world knowledge. More impor-
tantly, it constitutes a suitable representation for a control
mechanism deciding which properties need to be measured
for different objects in order to fulﬁll a given task. A suited
ﬂexible and general memory was proposed in Ro ¨hrbein
et al. [30]. This memory is capable of representing and
operating on large object ontologies. Even though we base
our work on this graph-based structure, we present major
Fig. 4 This shows an example of an unbiased, color biased (white) and a color and spatially biased (distance bias at 70 cm) saliency map
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and the memory architecture itself in this paper.
The basic structure of the memory is a graph. Figure 5
shows an exemplary representation of an object in the
graph structure of the memory. In Fig. 5, the graph struc-
ture on the right-hand side is the system’s internal repre-
sentation of the object on the left. Nodes in the graph
represent both properties and the object itself. Edges con-
necting the nodes specify a ‘‘hasProperty’’ relation between
the object and its properties. Importantly, the property
nodes are anchored in the sensory representations as shown
in Fig. 5. That is, each property node stores the sensory
value or distribution it stands for. As an example, the object
obj1 in Fig. 5 has a property color1. The color node itself
stores a Gaussian distribution of the object’s color, in this
case the color red (see Fig. 5). In a more formal way, the
memory is a graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of ver-
tices or nodes and E is the set of edges connecting these
nodes. The nodes V can be further separated into object
nodes O and property nodes P where V = O [ P. The
sensory information is stored in the property nodes. An
object node is then interpreted as a combination of its
properties. In this interpretation, the nodes carry the
information and the edges represent relations between the
different nodes and thus between the different information.
It is not only possible to represent a single relation between
nodes, but the proposed memory architecture is capable of
representing an arbitrary number of relations. That is, we
can express relations between objects, between an object
and property nodes and between property nodes. These
relations are described in more detail below.
Relations
The role of a node is determined by the incoming and
outgoing edges, i.e. its graph structure, rather than by an
artiﬁcial deﬁnition. In the same way, we do not deﬁne the
meaning of an edge, but we rather deﬁne a pattern in the
memory and its algorithmic interpretation. Here, the edges
are bidirectional and implemented as two oppositely
directed edges. When applying this schema consequently,
we can interpret the memory structure as a bunch of
interconnected graphs (one for each relation or edge type).
This interpretation allows us to apply well-known graph
algorithms. The relations currently used in the system can
be seen in Fig. 6. In the following, we deﬁne relations
between nodes that are necessary to represent both the
semantic and procedural knowledge of the system.
Representing Knowledge
The probably most common relation is the ‘‘hasProperty’’
relation. As edges are bidirectional, there also exists an
edge into the other direction called ‘‘isPropertyOf’’. Using
this relation, properties can be assigned to an object. For
example, if we want to express that an object o has a
certain color pcolor, we generate an object node o [ O and
a property node pcolor [ P. Then we deﬁne an edge
between o and pcolor as
o              !
hasProperty
pcolor: ð15Þ
At the same time also a relation in the inverse direction
called
pcolor              !
isPropertyOf
o ð16Þ
will be generated. In the following examples, only the
deﬁnition in one direction will be mentioned for readabil-
ity. However, an edge for the inverse direction is always
created simultaneously. As it is common in graphs, one
object can have arbitrarily many properties and a property
can belong to arbitrarily many objects.
The second type of relation that should be described in
more detail here is the ‘‘inheritsFrom’’ and the corre-
sponding inverse ‘‘specializesTo’’ relation. This relation
can be established both between two objects or between
Fig. 5 A duck is represented in the memory graph of the system.
Internally its properties are described by nodes, connected by edges
that express a ‘‘hasProperty’’ relation. Each node stores a link to the
sensory representation
Fig. 6 The relation between the objects o1 and o2 (1) denotes an
inheritance of information between the two objects. Edges between
object o1 and the properties p1...p3 as well as between object o2 and
the properties p4, p5 (2) specify visual properties of those objects.
Interdependencies of the processing in the system are expressed as
edges between e.g. the property p1 and p4 (3). For further explanations
of these relations, please refer to the text
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123two properties. When deﬁning the relation o1              !
specializesTo
o2,
object o2 will have exactly the same structure and prop-
erties as o1. The same is true for a pair of properties p1, p2,
which then share the same values and relations. However,
based on these inherited properties or values, specializa-
tions can take place. That is, inherited properties can be
removed or overwritten, new properties can be added or
values can be modiﬁed. Here is an example: imagine an
object o1 with the color property pcolor attached
(o1              !
hasProperty
pcolor) and an object o2 without property nodes
attached. When writing
o1             !
specializesTo
o2; ð17Þ
o2 inherits the color of o1 and is also assumed to have the
color pcolor. As soon as we attach another property node
like the size psize to o2
o2           !
hasProperty
psize; ð18Þ
the second object is specialized. That is, it inherits all
properties from o1 but deﬁnes additional or modiﬁed
properties.
Additional to the edges in the graph, property nodes
store a link to sensory representation. This is necessary to
avoid the so-called ‘‘grounding’’ problem found in classical
AI approaches. Here, the difﬁculty is to relate an abstract
sensory node like ‘‘red’’ to a sensory experience of the
system, as this information is not stored in the node itself.
Contrary to this, by keeping a link to the sensory repre-
sentation in the property nodes, we do not introduce an
artiﬁcial abstraction between the sensory side and the
memory. Furthermore, the resulting anchoring of the node
allows for an easy conversion of the node information back
to the sensory representation. This is very important when
modulating input features of visual routines as described in
‘‘System Architecture‘‘. To avoid an excessive usage of
memory by storing very detailed sensory representations in
the property nodes, we approximate the representations
using a k-means clustering. To summarize, by storing a
link to the sensory representation, we anchor the property
nodes in these representations and thus avoid the
‘‘grounding’’ problem classical AI approaches face. Fur-
thermore, the measurement of an object property can be
triggered using the connection of the property node to the
actual visual routine (through the sensory representation).
Representing Functional Aspects
Another relation type, the relation ‘‘dependsOn’’ and its
inverse relation ‘‘inﬂuencedBy’’, accounts for technical
aspects of the system and the sequential processing. This
relation represents knowledge about the correct ordering of
information acquisition processes which is crucial to keep
the system functional. If for example a visual routine for
acquiring the color pcolor of an object requires information
about the retinal location px,y of the object, it is important
to acquire the location before the color routine is called. In
current state-of-the-art systems, this is ensured by manually
constructing processing pipelines in a static processing
regime. By doing so, the whole processing apparatus
including e.g. saliency, segmentation, and classiﬁcation is
executed even though for example only the color of an
object needs to be determined. The ordering of the visual
routines becomes even more important when breaking this
static processing as done in this paper. When deﬁning the
relation
p1           !
dependsOn
p2; ð19Þ
we express that the processing of p1 can only take place if
p2 has already been processed. Currently, the direct
dependencies between the different property nodes are
deﬁned manually. We will see later that by using these
direct deﬁnitions a canonical dependency graph can be
created automatically. The problem here is very similar to
problems found in compiler construction. Even though
Ballance et al. state in their paper that ‘‘neither switches
nor control dependence are required for a demand driven
interpretation’’ Ballance et al. [5, p. 261], some modiﬁers
for dependency relations are required to account for the
algorithmic needs of visual routines. Figure 7 shows those
required modiﬁers.
They cover the cases:
a) The operation of node C is optional and not absolutely
required for measuring node A, but would improve the
result of the measurement. For example a spatial
modulation map could constrain the search space for
an object, but is not mandatory. If the map is not
available, the whole space has to be searched for the
object (see Fig. 7a). The type of a dependency is then
type(e [ EdependsOn) = {‘‘optional’’, ‘‘mandatory‘‘}.
b) Property nodes can execute two operations. Each
property node can potentially send its information to
another node/sensory representation or receive infor-
mation from another node/sensory representation. The
A
B
A
B
A
C
and/or
C
mandatory  optional
send /
receive
B
Fig. 7 Different modiﬁers are required for dependency relations:
a dependencies can be optional or mandatory, b target nodes can
execute send and receive operations and c all dependencies can be
required to be fulﬁlled or only one dependency needs to be fulﬁlled
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node B has to execute in order to fulﬁll the dependency
of node A. The operation requested by a depen-
dency is then operation(e [ EdependsOn) = {‘‘send’’,
‘‘receive‘‘}, corresponding to the modulation and
measurement of sensory representation by visual
routines.
c) There might be alternative ways to measure a certain
property, so the system needs to fulﬁll only one of
several dependencies. Think of different segmentation
algorithms for estimating the shape of an object, where
only one of those algorithms is required to get a shape
(see Fig. 7c). A dependency can take one of the
following logical modes mode(e [ EdependsOn) =
{‘‘and’’, ‘‘or’’}. If no mode is given, the ‘‘and’’ mode
is assumed by default.
Basedonthedependencyrelationsalongwiththemodiﬁers,
we are able to model functional dependencies between
property nodes and thus also between the visual routines
bound to those nodes. This distinguishes the memorywe use
in this paper from other architectures that do not explicitly
model relations between processing modules.
Architecture
Using the relational memory described above, we deﬁne a
memory architecture. This architecture consists of four
parts as shown in Fig. 8. At the bottom of Fig. 8, the
prototypical structure of the memory is shown. In this part,
we deﬁne the object structure as ‘‘hasProperty’’ relation
patterns between property nodes P and object nodes O.I n
the example shown in Fig. 8 an object can have the prop-
erties shape, color, mask, weight, etc.
We then construct the sensory prototype layer, which
inherits the structural deﬁnition of the layer below as
denoted by ‘‘inheritsFrom’’ edge in Fig. 8. By doing so, the
relations between the property nodes P and the object
nodes O are transferred to the sensory prototype layer
without the need to redeﬁne them. Additionally, relations
between nodes and the sensory representations are deﬁned,
‘‘binding’’ those nodes to their corresponding sensory
representations. The sensory representations themselves
are bound to the visual routines that compute the sensory
values. That way, we also bind the property nodes to the
visual routines of the system. Furthermore, dependency
relations between property nodes P are deﬁned in the
sensory prototype layer (shown as red edges in Fig. 8)t o
represent the measurement process as described in ‘‘Rela-
tions‘‘. By binding the property nodes to the sensory rep-
resentations, the system can use the knowledge about its
own measurement apparatus to estimate costs and infor-
mation gain of different visual actions.
The long-term memory then inherits both the sensory
binding along with the dependency structure and the
structural deﬁnition of the sensory prototype layer. Note
that the structural deﬁnition of the sensory prototype layer
is itself inherited from the structural prototype layer.
Contrary to the layers described before, in the long-term
memory multiple instances of the prototypical object def-
inition are created. Each of these objects is a specialization
of the prototypical one and thus has individual properties
bound to the object. These individual property nodes rep-
resent for example the color or the shape of an object found
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Fig. 8 Top row: The long-term
and short-term memory store
world knowledge and scene
information respectively.
Second row: Sensory
information computed by the
visual routines. Third row:
Sensory Prototypes that deﬁne
the binding of the object
property nodes to the
corresponding sensor.
Furthermore, dependencies
between property computations
are deﬁned (red edges). Objects
in the long- and short-term
memory inherit information
from this layer. Last row: The
structure prototype deﬁnitions
express the relations between an
object and its properties.
(Color ﬁgure online)
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123in the visual world. Looking at Fig. 8, we see that only
persistent properties are attached to the object node in the
long-term memory. Volatile properties like the objects
position are not stored. Furthermore, we see that the nodes
in the long-term memory do not contain ‘‘names’’. This
illustrates that property nodes and object nodes are only
anchored in the sensory representations and are not deﬁned
by a label. However, we merge those labels (gray nodes in
Fig. 8) in the following illustrations to increase the lucidity
and allow for a more intuitive use of the system by humans.
The fourth and last part of the memory architecture is the
short-termmemory.Thispartofthesystemstoresknowledge
about the current scene. While doing so, information can be
inheritedbothfromthesensoryprototypelayerandthe long-
term memory. If an object is not yet known or identiﬁed, the
object inherits its information from the sensory prototype
object. As soon as the object is identiﬁed, the object in the
short-term memory inherits information from the long-term
memory.Bydoingso,thesystemisabletopredictproperties
that are not yet measured. Here, the identical structure of an
objectinboththelong-termandshort-termmemoryeasesthe
transferofinformationbetweenthesetwomemoryinstances.
Figure 8 shows an example, where obj1 in the short-term
memory is identiﬁed to correspond to obj9 of the long-term
memory (dashed line in Fig. 8). That is, an object (obj1) was
found in the current scene, having similar properties to a
known object (obj9) in the long-term memory. As illustrated
by the solid outlines of the nodes, size, location and saliency
weights of obj1 are measured or sent respectively. However,
the shape of obj1 was not yet measured, but can be predicted
from the knowledge about obj9. We can use this mechanism
to establish a prediction-conﬁrmation loop, where the long-
term memory provides the predictions and the measurement
apparatus tries to conﬁrm the properties using the visual
routines.
To summarize, we propose an architecture that uses
multiple layers to separate the structural, procedural,
semantic, and sensory deﬁnition of an object. A similar
separation into procedural (skills) and semantic knowledge
is also proposed in Langley et al., 2009 , which uses a rule-
based representation. However, this approach misses an
anchoring of the object properties in the sensory repre-
sentation. By splitting the memory architecture, it can be
easily adapted to different systems or underlying algo-
rithms by only changing the sensory layer. Here, the
structural deﬁnition accounts for the sensor pathways and
the variety of information available in a system. The sen-
sory deﬁnition accounts for the concrete implementation of
a sensory pathway and the underlying algorithms. Addi-
tionally, the dependencies between different visual routines
and thus the dependencies between the underlying algo-
rithms is consistently deﬁned in the sensory prototype
layer. Both the long-term and the short-term memory
inherit from the sensory prototype layer, which leads to an
identical object structure in both parts. This identical
structure later eases the transfer of information between the
two memory instances. By doing so, a prediction-conﬁr-
mation loop can be established where the long-term
memory predicts properties of objects in the scene and the
system tries to conﬁrm these predictions using its visual
routines. The question of which properties to measure
when is subject of the next section.
Attention Control Mechanism
The attention control mechanism is the key aspect of our
system, as it selects the elements of the scene that are per-
ceived. For humans, this process is both selective in the
spatial as well as in the feature domain according to the
experiments reviewed in the related work. The process of
guiding attention spatially is well researched. In this paper,
we focus on the guidance of attention in the feature domain,
i.e.whichpropertiesofafocusedobjectshouldbemeasured.
Along with the question of which properties to measure, the
questiononhowtoorganizetheacquisitionprocessarises.In
this section, we will show how the system’s procedural
knowledge is used to organize the measurement process and
determine the execution order of visual routines.
Information Flow Example
Figure 9 illustrates the process of searching for a ‘‘tiny’’
object and the process of searching for the ‘‘toy car’’. To
start the search process, the searched properties or objects
are activated in the long-term memory. If a property node
is activated directly (as in the ‘‘tiny’’ object example), the
visual routine bound to this property node is called on each
object candidate in the image. However, for ﬁnding a
speciﬁc object the procedure is more complex. In order to
keep the computational and storage demand low, our goal
is to ﬁnd a small subset of measurements ensuring that the
attended object is the searched one. This way, the amount
of information that needs to be stored in the short-term
memory as well as the computation time are kept low. As
mentioned earlier, the approach we propose in this paper
uses the system’s long-term memory to determine charac-
teristic properties of the searched object. Please note that
the discriminative power of a certain property strongly
depends on concurrently active object hypotheses. In
Fig. 9, the ‘‘toy car’’ object has attached the property nodes
‘‘green’’, ‘‘medium’’ and ‘‘compact’’ (see red arrows in
Fig. 9). To search for the object, ﬁrst a suited object can-
didate needs to be found in the current scene. The saliency
computation is triggered, using the properties of the sear-
ched object like color and size to bias the input features.
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on which property it wants to focus. Given that it actually
measures the color ‘‘green’’, there are two valid hypotheses
(‘‘bottle’’ and ‘‘toy car’’), for the size ‘‘medium’’ only one
hypothesis remains (‘‘toy car’’) and for the shape ‘‘com-
pact’’ two hypotheses (‘‘ball’’ and ‘‘toy car’’) remain (see
Fig. 9). So the information gain is highest for the size
measurement, as it reduces the set of possible interpreta-
tions to only one. In other examples, the measurement of
more than one property is necessary to solve the task.
Nevertheless, this example shows the principle of the
algorithm: Find the property of the searched object os that
minimizes the set of remaining interpretations or hypoth-
eses for the attended location. If more than one measure-
ment minimizes the set of hypotheses, the cost of a certain
measurement (currently the computation time) is used to
decide which measurement to execute ﬁrst.
Dependency Resolving
The memory we propose is able to represent functional
dependencies and modiﬁers that account for algorithmic
needs of the visual routines bound to property nodes. How-
ever, in memory, only direct dependencies are modeled. To
trigger arbitrary visual routines on demand, the overall
information acquisition process needs to be organized. By
parsingthedirectdependenciesstoredinmemory,anunrolled
dependency graph as shown in Fig. 10 is constructed. The
unrolling can be achieved by applying a depth-ﬁrst search
algorithm [32] on the graph constructed using the direct
dependency deﬁnitions. However, this algorithm assumes
that the parsed graph is a tree, i.e. it does not contain cycles.
For doing so, we introduce a node state marking a node as
either ‘‘resolving’’, ‘‘visited’’,‘‘invalid data’’ or ‘‘validdata’’.
The ﬁrst state means that the node is currently resolving its
dependencies. The second state means that the resolving
processofthenode’sdependenciesisﬁnished.Thethirdstate
means that the node has not been visited yet and does not
containup-to-datedata.Thelaststatemeansthatthenodehas
not been visited yet, but its data are up-to-date, which is
required to reuse already acquired data (state ‘‘valid data’’).
Whenlookingattheedgestwo,threeandfourofFig. 10,on e
can see that these relations form a circular dependency, as
receiving the retinal location depends on sending the spatial
modulation map (2), which depends on receiving the object
mask ﬁrst (3). However, receiving the object mask in turn
depends on receiving the retinal location (4). This circular
dependency violates the tree assumption that was made to be
abletounrollthedependencygraph.Thecirculardependency
can be detected by marking the nodes as ‘‘resolving’’ when
entering them. As soon as the operation on the node is com-
pleted,thestateischangedto‘‘visited’’.Whenenteringanode
which is already in the state ‘‘resolving’’, a circular depen-
dency is detected. Once detected, the circular dependency
needstoberemovedto‘‘treeify’’thegraph.Thisispossibleif
one of the edges leading to the circle is cut. But which edge
canbecutwithoutbreakingtheunderlyingalgorithms?Here,
themandatoryandoptionalmodiﬁersintroducedearliercome
into play. Edge number two of the graph shown in Fig. 10 is
optional, denoting that this dependency is not absolutely
necessary for the underlying algorithm. By cutting the graph
at edge two, the underlying algorithm is still functional, the
circulardependencyisresolvedandthegraphisconvertedtoa
tree. The depth-ﬁrst search algorithm can be used. If no
optional edge exists, the dependency resolving fails. How-
ever, typically this case does not exist as it would imply an
iterative algorithm without initial condition.
By combining the depth-ﬁrst search and the cyclic
dependency handling, the following update procedure for
nodes applies. As the resolving is a recursive problem, we
have chosen a recursive algorithm working on the subgraph
Gdepend = (P, EdependsOn). Here, the property nodes P are
P [ V and the dependency edges EdependsOn are
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Fig. 9 The system searches for a ‘‘tiny’’ object and the ‘‘toy car’’,
triggered by the activation of the corresponding nodes in the long-
term memory (nodes marked red). (Color ﬁgure online)
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123EdependsOn  E.Whentriggeringthemeasurementofacertain
property node the following update procedure is executed:
Procedure UpdateNodeValue:
(a) Check the ability of the node to run
(1) Check the current node pself [ P for valid data
stateðpselfÞ¼
? ‘‘valid data’’. If pself already has valid data, skip any
operation and return success.
(2) Check if the current node pself was already visited and thus
indicates a cyclic dependency stateðpselfÞ¼
? ‘‘resolving’’. If a
cyclic dependency is detected, return the corresponding error.
(3) Set the state for the current node pself to ‘‘resolving’’
state(pself) = ‘‘resolving’’.
(b) Updating dependencies
(1) Get the list with all dependencies for the current node
Pdepend ¼f p 2 Pjðpself;pÞ2EdependsOng.
(2) For each dependency (child node) pc [ Pdepend do:
(2.1) Call the update procedure on the child node
UpdateNodeValue(pc).
(2.2) If the return code contains a cyclic dependency error
and the dependency is mandatory
typeððpself;pcÞ2EdependsOnÞ¼
? ‘‘mandatory’’, return the received
error.
(2.3) Remove the child node from the dependency list
Pdepend ¼ Pdependnpc and process the next dependency in the list
Pdepend.
(c) Execute current node’s operation
(1) call the requested operation operation((pself, pc)
[ EdependsOn) on the current node pself. If a receive operation was
requested operationððpvself;pcÞ2EdependsOnÞ¼
? ‘‘receive’’, store
the sensor data locally.
(2) Mark the data of the current node as valid
state(pself) = ‘‘valid data0’’.
(3) Return success.
In the pseudo-code algorithm, the node’s state is set to
‘‘valid data’’ when the data of the node is updated. This is
done to reduce the computational demand and reuse as
much information as possible. When entering a node with
the state ‘‘valid data’’, the dependency graph shrinks as the
subgraph of this node is not processed. The ability of
dynamic pruning distinguishes the algorithm proposed here
from similar approaches used in the domain of compiler
construction such as [12] and Ballance et al. [5] or the rule-
based approach proposed in Langley et al. [22].
Property Selection
As mentioned above, the basic principle of selecting a
propertyistoexecutethemeasurementthatreducesthesetof
remaining hypotheses most. We now mathematically for-
mulate this principle. Our algorithm works on a subgraph of
the memory Gscheduling ¼ð V;EhasPropertyÞ consisting of the
object nodes O, property nodes P with V = O [ P and
‘‘hasProperty’’edgesEhasProperty E.Themeasuredvaluevis
then compared to the value ci = value(pt) of all property
nodes Pt ¼f p 2 Pj9ðp;ptypeÞ2EinheritsFromg in memory
having the same type ptype ¼f p 2 Pj9ðpi;pÞ2EinheritsFromg
as the measured property pi, in this example the type is size.
The following function is used to determine the node acti-
vation a(pt)
ciðptÞ¼valueðptÞð 20Þ
^ aðptÞ¼e
  1
2r2kciðptÞ vk
2
ð21Þ
aðptÞ¼
0; for ^ aðptÞ\n
^ aðptÞ; else
 
;8pt 2 Pt; ð22Þ
where n is the threshold for the activation. After resetting
all activations in memory to zero, the scheduling of the
visual routines works as follows:
Procedure SearchObject:
(a) Locate an object candidate
(1) Activate the searched object os [ O and collect its
attached properties Ps ¼f p 2 Pjðos;pÞ2EhasPropertyg.
(2) Locate an object candidate oc using the saliency map
and initialize the set of remaining hypotheses to all objects
Or = O.
(b) Schedule visual routines
(1) While Ps 6¼ ø:
(1.1) Find all remaining competing object hypotheses Oh
sharing properties with the searched object
Oh ¼f o 2 Orj9p 2 Ps : ðo;pÞ2EhasPropertyg.
(1.2) Calculate the discriminative power di ¼j Dij
 1 against
the remaining hypotheses where Di = {o [ Oh | A (o, pi)
[ EhasProperty}, V pi [ Ps.
(1.3) Trigger the visual routine on the object candidate oc
for the most discriminative property pi : di  dj8j by calling
UpdateNodeValue(pi). If multiple properties minimize the set,
select the one with the least cost. Note that at this point, the
dependency parsing described in ‘‘Dependency Resolving‘‘ is
used. Remove the selected property from the set Ps ¼ Psnpi.
(1.4) Find all property nodes Pt ¼f p 2 Pj9ðp;ptypeÞ2
EinheritsFromg in memory having the same time ptype = {p [ P |A
(pi, p) [ EinheritsFrom} as the measured property pi.
(1.5) Calculate the activation a(pt [ Pt) for all property
nodes of the same kind ptype (e.g. size) using the activation
function shown in Eq. 22.
(1.6) Propagate the activation a of all activated property
nodes pm: a(pm) C n to the attached objects Om ¼f o 2
Oj9ðo;pmÞ2EhasPropertyg by calculating
aðOmÞt ¼ aðOmÞt 1   aðpmÞ. Calculate the remaining objects
Or ¼ Oh \ Om : aðOmÞt  n. If the searched object is rejected
os 62 Or, locate the next object candidate (step (a)). If Or = {os},
the object is found. Continue with step (c). Otherwise continue
with the next property as the object candidate is still ambiguous.
(c) Link the object to the long-term memory
(1) If the object os was found, link it to the remaining
hypothesis or: or !
specializesTo
os.
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123It is obvious that the number of required measurements
strongly depends on the task, the searched object itself, the
knowledge stored in the long-term memory and the scene.
However, in a worst-case scenario the system measures all
available properties of an object, which is equivalent to the
behavior of state-of-the-art vision systems.
Results
In this section, we evaluate the proposed attention control
mechanism including the scheduling of visual actions
experimentally. To do so, we give different tasks to the
system, while investigating the internal decision processes
concerning which properties should be measured when.
Finally, we evaluate the system performance by comparing
our system to the state-of-the-art system behavior with
respect to savings in memory load and number of required
measurements to solve a given task.
Task: Find the Cube
The ﬁrst task we give to the system is to ﬁnd the ‘‘cube’’ in
the image. Now the system has to ﬁnd out which property
to measure in which temporal order by employing the
algorithm proposed in the previous section. To start the
search process, we activate the cube (object_36) in the
long-term memory as shown on the left hand side of
Fig. 11. The activated object is marked red, while the
attached properties are marked yellow. The attention con-
trol mechanism in each step determines which property
reduces the set of hypotheses for the focused object most.
On the right hand side of Fig. 11 the number of remaining
object hypotheses (top) and the combined cost-gain mea-
sure (bottom) is shown as determined by the system. Based
on the cost-gain measure (bottom), the minimum is selec-
ted, which in this case is the color property. This is due to
the fact that the system does not know any further object
with the color (orange) of the cube (compare Fig. 11 left).
To measure the color, the system ﬁrst has to locate an
object candidate. The saliency map, the spatial modulation
map and the segmentation of the focused object are shown
in Fig. 12. Using the known color (orange), the system
biases the color feature of the saliency map. As the saliency
map and the segmentation in Fig. 12 show, the ﬁrst ﬁxation
is already on the searched cube. After locating the object,
the color of the focused candidate is measured. The pre-
dicted object properties, the measured color, the distribu-
tion of the color cluster activation and the activation of the
objects in the long-term memory are shown in Fig. 13.
The predicted color of the cube matches the actually
measured color of the object candidate very well, as can be
seen in Fig. 13. The color cluster of the cube (marked
green) is strongly activated (0.85), which in turn leads to an
equally strong activation of the cube object (right hand side
of Fig. 13). Because there is no support for any other
hypothesis, the system identiﬁes the currently focused
object as the searched cube.
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Fig. 11 Task: Find the cube. By activating the cube in memory (red
node) the features corresponding to that object are activated (yellow
nodes). The attention control mechanism determines the number of
attached nodes (upper right) and thus the costs of the measurement
(lowerright)foreachproperty.Thepropertywiththeleastcost(redbar),
in this case color, is selected to be measured ﬁrst. (Color ﬁgure online)
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In the previous task the object could be identiﬁed using a
single property. To increase the difﬁculty for the system in
this experiment a search of the bottle is requested, which is
not identiﬁable with a single property. As Fig. 14 shows, at
least two hypotheses remain for each single property.
Again, the searched object is marked red, the corresponding
property nodes are marked yellow. When we look at the
long-term memory, we see that at least two hypotheses
remain, so the system needs to perform at least two mea-
surements to disambiguate the focused object candidate.
However, the system ﬁrst selects the property that mini-
mizes the set of remaining hypotheses. In this case, again
the color is the best property to start with, as only two
hypotheses will remain, given that the focused object can-
didate belongs to the predicted color cluster. The mea-
surement process starts again with localizing a suited object
candidate in the visual scene. Figure 15 shows the scanpath
of the system. Due to multiple peaks in the saliency map, a
‘‘wrong’’ object is focused ﬁrst (blue cross in Fig. 15).
Please note that this object (part of the table) is not even
known to the system, i.e no object with corresponding
properties exists in the long-term memory. Nevertheless,
the system measures the color of the object candidate. The
measured color matches the predicted color and ﬁve object
hypotheses remain (not shown). This is an example that
shows that the predicted number of hypotheses not always
matches the actual number of remaining hypotheses. To
disambiguate, the system selects another property to be
measured for the object candidate. According to Fig. 14, the
physical size is the property that is supposed to reduce the
set of remaining hypotheses best. The measured physical
size of the object candidate exceeds the predicted physical
size to a great extent. As the part of the table is unknown to
the system, no size cluster exists that is activated by the
measurement. In turn, all object hypotheses are rejected by
the system (activation of all objects equals zero). At this
point, the system rejects the currently focused object can-
didate and tries to locate a new candidate. Again the color
feature biased by the predicted color of the searched object
is measured. Additionally, all locations of previously
focused objects are inhibited using the spatial modulation
map. This time the system focuses on the searched object
(red cross in Fig. 15) and measures the color of the object
candidate. Even though this measurement activates the
color cluster of the searched object most, competing object
hypotheses remain. To disambiguate those, the system
Fig. 12 Task: Find the cube. The input image (ﬁrst column) is biased
using the color of the cube known to the system and stored in the
long-term memory. Together with the spatial modulation map (third
column), the saliency map (second column) is calculated. The
segmentation of the object is shown in the last column
Fig. 13 Task: Find the cube. On the left, the predicted properties of
the cube as stored in the long-term memory, the activation distribu-
tion in the different property clusters and the actually measured
properties are shown. The measured color activates only the predicted
color cluster. On the right: the remaining color cluster only activates
the cube in the long-term memory because it is the only one that is
known to be orange. Thus the system assumes that the currently
focused object is the cube. (Color ﬁgure online)
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123performs a physical size measurement, which still does not
lead to a clear identiﬁcation of the object. As Fig. 15 shows,
even after a third and last measurement (shape), multiple
hypotheses remain. However, after exhausting all its pos-
sible visual actions, the system identiﬁes the object candi-
date as bottle, because the bottle has the strongest activation
of the remaining hypotheses.
Task: Find the Toy Robot
In the two previous examples, the color was always the
most discriminating property for the searched object. When
we look at the representation of the toy robot in the long-
term memory it becomes clear that the color is not the most
discriminating property for this object. In Fig. 16 one can
Fig. 14 Task: Find the bottle. The searched object is activated in the
long-term memory (red node) with its corresponding features (yellow
nodes). The attention control mechanism determines the number of
attached nodes (upper right) and the cost of the measurement (lower
right) for each property. For the measurement with the least cost (red
bar), in this case color, two hypotheses will remain, which indicates
that multiple measurements are required. (Color ﬁgure online)
Fig. 15 Task: Find the bottle. The ﬁrst ﬁxation in the scanpath (left) is marked with a blue cross, while the ﬁnal ﬁxation is marked green. Due to a
size mismatch, the object focused ﬁrst is rejected, while the bottle is correctly detected after measuring all properties (right). (Color ﬁgure online)
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123see that the shape is much better to identify the toy robot.
Again, the searched object is marked red, the correspond-
ing properties are marked yellow. The system schedules the
measurement of the shape feature ﬁrst, because only one
hypothesis will remain, given that the focused object has
the predicted property. The known color of the object is
used to localize a suited object candidate, which is difﬁcult
as multiple ‘‘white’’ objects exist. According to this pre-
diction, four ﬁxations are necessary to locate the searched
object as can be seen in Fig. 17.
At each ﬁxation the shape of the focused object candi-
date is measured. For the ﬁrst three ﬁxations, the shape
differs too much from the predicted shape. This leads to no
activation of the shape cluster attached to the searched
object and in turn, the toy robot object hypothesis does not
get any support (zero activation). The system interprets this
zero activation as a rejection of the object candidate and
triggers the location of a new one. Finally in the forth
ﬁxation (green cross in Fig. 17), the toy robot shape cluster
remains activated. However, another shape cluster also
remains activated, creating the need for the system to
measure another property to disambiguate the object can-
didate. The system decides to measure the physical size of
the object next, as this is the best choice after the shape
measurement according to Fig. 16. By combining the
shape and the physical size measurement, the object can-
didate can be clearly identiﬁed as toy robot.
System Performance
In this section we want to cover the overall system perfor-
mance. These performancemeasuresespeciallyfocus on the
savings in terms of memory and computational load of our
system compared to state-of-the-art systems. Those systems
do not selectively process object properties but rather
Fig. 16 Task: Find the toy robot. The searched object is activated in
the long-term memory (red node) with its corresponding features
(yellow nodes). The attention control mechanism determines the
number of attached nodes (upper right) and the costs of the
measurement (lower right) for each property. The shape is most
discriminative for the toy robot (red bar). (Color ﬁgure online)
Fig. 17 Task: Find the toy robot. Four ﬁxations are required before
the searched toy robot is located (green cross). At each ﬁxation the
shape is measured (the measured value is shown in the image).
Additionally, a physical size measurement was required to conﬁrm
that the ﬁnal object candidate is the toy robot. (Color ﬁgure online)
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following, all objects in the long-term memory are triggered
to evaluate the savings in memory space and computational
load. Figure 18 shows the number of nodes stored in the
short-termmemoryforeachobject,whichgivesanoverview
of the memoryload for each search process. The experiment
is conducted for a system with and without the attention
controlmechanismproposedinthispaper.Allotherrespects
(preprocessing,visualroutines,etc)are identical. AsFig. 18
shows,thenumberofstorednodesandthusthememoryload
is reduced for all objects when employing the attention
control mechanism. On average 18% less nodes need to be
stored per object compared to the full measurement of all
properties. The saving of memory capacity here ranges from
5.9% for the bottle up to 35.3% for the cube.
Additionally, we recorded the number of measured
properties during the experiments, which reﬂects the com-
putational load of the system. The results are shown in
Fig. 19. The comparison shows that the number of mea-
surementsisreducedbyabout44%whenusingtheproposed
attention control mechanism. Please note that all state-of-
the-art systems lack such a mechanism. To ease the com-
parisonacrossdifferentobjects,Fig. 20showsthenumberof
saved measurements normalized by the number of ﬁxations.
Fig. 18 This shows the number of nodes stored in the short-term
memory with the attention control mechanism and without. On
average, the system we propose stores about 18% less nodes
compared to a system that does not schedule its visual actions but
measures all properties at each ﬁxation (orange). (Color ﬁgure online)
Fig. 19 This shows the number of properties (color, shape, physical size) measured for each search process. On average, our system (blue)
measures about 44% less properties than a system that measures all properties at each ﬁxation (orange). (Color ﬁgure online)
Fig. 20 This shows the reduction in measurements per ﬁxated location when comparing our system to a state-of-the-art system that measures all
three properties at each ﬁxation. In nearly all cases at least one measurement per ﬁxation can be saved, on average the saving is about 42%
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123In nearly every ﬁxation, the system is able to save at
least one measurement to decide if an object candidate
should be rejected or accepted. Even for the worst case in
this scene (Bottle) the average saving is 0.5 measurements
per ﬁxation. In general, the worst case scenario for the
system would be no saving. For objects with discriminative
properties like the cube or yellow ball (color), the toy robot
(shape) or the scissors (shape) the number of saved oper-
ations is much higher. Please note that the saving also
depends on the number of possible properties and the
number of objects. If more properties are available the
potential saving increases, while more known objects will
decrease the savings. However, the gain coming from the
number of properties will outbalance the loss coming from
the objects because objects are usually only deﬁned by a
small subset of properties.
Discussion
In this section, we ﬁrst discuss the different aspects of the
work presented in this paper. We start by discussing details
of the presented work like visual routines and the memory
of the system concerning on the scalability of the sched-
uling algorithm. Afterward, we review our approach with
respect to its relation to biological ﬁndings, before we
eventually summarize the main contributions of our work.
Visual Routines
As stated before, the visual routines used in this paper are
only very basic. In more complex environments containing
e.g. light changes or low contrast these routines will
probably yield to insufﬁcient results. However, they can
easily be replaced with more advanced state-of-the-art
methods and will thus produce more robust results in dif-
ﬁcult environments. Additional to the increase in robust-
ness, the color channel should be extended to allow for
multicolor objects. This can be done by e.g. additionally
transferring the n-largest k-means clusters to memory. In
general, the precision of the algorithms used for feature
extraction determine the smallest quantization steps of the
feature space. That is, it limits the maximal number of
property nodes in this sensor modality and in turn has an
inﬂuence on the memory capacity (see section ‘‘Memory
Architecture and Scheduling‘‘). This means, that high
precision in a visual routine allows for small quantization
steps leading to a high potential number of property nodes
for this modality. A high number of property nodes then
results in a high memory capacity (see section ‘‘Memory
Architecture and Scheduling’’).
Due to the basic nature of the algorithms all feature
extraction routines for color, size and shape strongly
depend on a good segmentation. Missegmentations leading
to a strong deformation of the bounding box are especially
critical for the size and shape estimation. However, a
robust segmentation can be achieved by using additional
features (e.g. texture and depth) or object speciﬁc knowl-
edge. This knowledge might for example consist of form
priors, which mitigates the effects of multicolor objects.
Memory Architecture and Scheduling
When looking at a system’s memory, one interesting
question is how many distinct objects can be stored. To
estimate this number for our memory architecture we need
to determine the number of possible combinations of
property nodes. Each object in our memory connects to one
property node of each sensory pathway. In the example
implemented here, one object connects to one color node,
one size node and one shape node. Here, each property
node is connected to its corresponding sensory prototype
node, representing the different sensory pathways, with a
‘‘specializedTo’’ edge, e.g.
pcolor              !
specializesTo
pred: ð23Þ
We denote the set of sensory prototype nodes with T and
the set of property nodes with P. Now, the maximal
number of possible connection patterns w can be calculated
as
w ¼
Y
t2T
jfp 2 Pjðt;pÞ2EspecializesTogj: ð24Þ
The calculated number w also represents the maximal
number of distinct objects that can be stored in memory.
The optimal set of properties the system has to measure
wouldbetheminimalsetwhilestillbeingabletodiscriminate
the searched object t [ O from all stored objects in memory
O. The set of property nodes Smax, which is connected to
the searched object t, can be formulated as Smax ¼
fp 2 Pj9ðt;pÞ2EhasPropertyg. The degree of discrimination
d(S) of a property set S Smax can be calculated as
dðSÞ¼
jDðSÞj
jO n tj
ð25Þ
with
DðSÞ¼f o 2 Oj9s 2 S : ðo;sÞ 62 EhasPropertyg: ð26Þ
The degree of discrimination d(S) depends on the size of
the object set O, the size of the selected property set
S and the connectivity patterns in memory represented by
EhasProperty. Knowing this, we can discuss the worst-case
scenario for our scheduling algorithm and the expected
scalability of the memory system as a whole. Please note
that for large sets of Smax ﬁnding the optimal subset S will
be computationally expensive. Therefore, we have chosen
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123to implement the greedy scheduling algorithm presented in
this paper. However, the following estimations will still be
valid.
In the worst-case for our scheduling algorithm the subset
S = Smax. In this case our system behavior (full measure-
ment of all properties) is identical to current state-of-the-art
systems. S equals Smax in case of two indistinguishable
objects in memory and approaches Smax with a large
number of objects that can only be distinguished by mea-
suring all properties. If the memory contains n = |O|
objects, the probability p(n) of two objects sharing identical
connections can be calculated as
pðnÞ¼1  
w!
w
nðw   nÞ!
ð27Þ
with w being the maximal number of connection patterns
according to Eq. 24.
1 As you can see, the probability for a
collision increases with the number of objects n, but
decreases with the number of property nodes as w increa-
ses. This also shows the scalability of our approach, as an
increasing number of objects can be compensated by
increasing the number of property nodes. This increase in
property nodes can be achieved by a ﬁner quantization of
the sensory representation or by adding more sensory
pathways. However, the quantization is limited by the
algorithmic precision. The number of sensory pathways is
also limited. Another possibility to reduce the collision
probability is to reduce the number of competing objects by
grouping objects with respect to co-occurrence, spatial
context and temporal context. To implement this, the cur-
rent memory architecture has to be hierarchically struc-
tured by adding further edge types.
Biological Plausibility
In the current system implementation the required features
are measured sequentially. This to a certain degree inter-
feres with ﬁndings in neurobiology, where the human brain
is assumed to process data in a massively parallel manner.
Even though the proposed dependency resolving mecha-
nism is only necessary in technical systems, the actual
resolving of the dependency tree can be parallelized by
simultaneously resolving all subtrees and leaf nodes. Fur-
thermore, the scheduling process of our system is not nec-
essarily of sequential nature. Once the feature set which is
required to solve the task is determined, the measurement of
those features can be executed in parallel. If we furthermore
assume that in the brain all features of the currently focused
location are measured in parallel, we can interpret the
suggested selection mechanism as an information ﬁlter.
This information ﬁlter only selects the measurement for the
required features and passes them to the memory system.
Features that do not contribute in solving the given task are
discarded. This view conforms to the ﬁndings in Corbetta
et al. [10], where only task-relevant features inﬂuence the
attentions process. The strong ﬁltering results in a reduced
reaction time, as the human vision system only needs to
wait until all required information is measured to either
reject or validate a hypothesis for the current location. In
case the hypothesis is rejected, the system can saccade
instantaneously to the next location. The retention time is
thus reduced for locations containing objects not conform-
ing to the current task. As a result, we here predict, that
during a correlation between the number of discriminating
target features and the search time will be measurable. An
additional effect of attending only relevant features for a
location is the reduction in required memory capacity. By
only passing a few important features, information about
more locations can be held in memory compared to the
unﬁltered case. According to [10] a low memory load is a
prerequisite for a high search performance.
Summary
The goal of our work is to build-up a scene representation
in a task-driven way utilizing the knowledge of the system
about the world and the current scene. We propose the idea
to only acquire those pieces of information about the cur-
rent visual scene that are needed to solve the given task. Up
to now, state-of-the-art systems do not consider this kind of
selective processing in the feature space. Instead, all these
systems rather focus on the selective processing of loca-
tions in the image. That is, once ﬁxating a certain object
candidate, they measure all information about this candi-
date regardless of the task. To selectively process infor-
mation in both the feature and spatial domain as described
before, ﬂexible processing pathways are required. There-
fore, we split the ﬁxed saliency-segmentation-classiﬁcation
processing pipeline found in most systems into functional
parts that can be ﬂexibly combined. This is required to be
able to selectively trigger visual routines for a selective
acquisition of information. In turn this also requires a
dynamical and ﬂexible system architecture that allows for a
demand-driven combination of processing modules. We
proposed such an architecture in ‘‘System Architecture‘‘ of
this paper along with highly specialized visual routines that
only measure a single property of an object. To acquire
more complex information, the system needs to combine
those routines in a suitable way.
The combination of visual routines requires the knowl-
edgeofwhichroutineshavetobeexecutedinordertoextract
certaininformationfromthescene(e.g.segmentationbefore
color measurement, etc). We propose to store procedural
1 This estimation assumes an equal connection probability of an
object node over all property nodes.
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123knowledge in the long-term memory in ‘‘Memory Archi-
tecture’’. This procedural knowledge is represented consis-
tently as a graph along with the knowledge of the system
about the world. We then present an algorithm that allows to
parse the graph containing the procedural knowledge,
enablingthesystemtocombinevisualroutinesinthecorrect
temporal order to process information in a sensible way.
Furthermore, the memory architecture stores a link between
sensory nodes of the memory graph and the corresponding
sensory representations. This anchors the nodes of the long-
term memory in the sensor space, allowing for an easy
biasingofvisualroutinesinthesespaces.Thisisalsoamajor
difference to classical AI approaches that only work on
symbolic information. Beside the ability to order the visual
routines temporally, the system needs to decide which
properties it has to measure for solving the current task. We
present an attention control mechanism in 4 that bases its
decision on the long-term knowledge of the system. Here, a
subset of measurements is selected that is sufﬁcient to solve
the given task. The experiments in ‘‘Results‘‘ involving
visual search tasks of different complexity show that the
applicationoftheproposedalgorithmsleadstoareductionof
both the computational and memory load compared to state-
of-the art algorithms. We predict that when increasing the
number of possible properties in the system, the savings will
also increase. The resulting representation is task-related, as
only the pieces of information to solve the task is acquired.
Furthermore, the complexity of the given task in a certain
scene determines the number of measurements and thus the
computational load.
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are
the ﬂexible system architecture, the graph-based memory
architecture with anchored sensory nodes and the attention
control mechanism. Those contributions allow to build a
system that ﬂexibly combines its processing pathways in a
task- and demand-driven way. The experiments we con-
ducted show that the selective processing of visual infor-
mation beyond the spatial domain results in a considerable
reduction of both computational (44%) and memory load
(18%) while solving the given task. That way, a task-driven
scene representation can be realized serving as a founda-
tion for learning new objects and interpretation of the
current scene.
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